In Situ Magnetic Resonance Imaging of Plant Roots
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Visualization of the root system architecture of plants is possible using a combination of magnetic resonance imaging of water mobility and tractography. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), a magnetic resonance application, was used to provide a three-dimensional map of water mobility inside a pot containing soil and roots. Tractography generates channels that constitute pathways of facilitated water movement, representing the roots, calculated from water diffusion properties obtained from DTI experiments. Examples of pea (Pisum sativum L.) and corn (Zea mays L. var. indentata [Sturtev.] L.H. Bailey) root growth are provided.

Abbreviations: DTI, diffusion tensor imaging; FOV, field of view; MR, magnetic resonance; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; RF, radio frequency.

Optimizing the production of food crops in the field requires detailed knowledge of the effects of environmental factors on the development of the plant. One of the most important processes controlling plant growth is the relation between root activity and soil functions. From this awareness, root phenomics as a means of crop development emerged. Unfortunately, many details of this relation controlling plant growth and productivity are still unknown. One of the main reasons for this is the fact that plant roots, embedded in soil, have limited observability under normal conditions. To non-invasively study root structure, in situ, during plant development, three-dimensional tomography techniques are required. Three modalities, X-ray computed tomography (CT) (Perret et al., 2007; Mooney et al., 2012), neutron CT (Matsushima et al., 2008; Tumlinson et al., 2008; Moradi et al., 2009, 2011), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (Pohlmeier et al., 2008; Hillnhutter et al., 2011; Schulz et al., 2012) have been used in previous research. Neutron CT is not a commonly available technique due to the highly specialized equipment requirements and is only available in larger research facilities, while X-ray CT and MRI are readily available in most biomedical research institutions and hospitals.

X-ray CT is a very sensitive technique for studies of condensed matter, including plant roots, and can provide high-resolution images. However, its differentiation between air, water, soil, and plant material is not straightforward due to the similarity in the observed attenuation values (Tumlinson et al., 2008; Mooney et al., 2012). Not clearly defined boundaries make data segmentation and thresholding very problematic. Frequent measurements of the same root system using X-ray CT, exposing roots to the unpredictable effects of high-energy radiation, should also be avoided (Nagel et al., 2012).

Neutron CT, using cold neutrons (approximately 3–4 Å wavelength), is ideal to study organic materials that contain lots of H. Hydrogen has a large mass attenuation coefficient and thus produces excellent contrast in images. However, plants have to be grown in thin aluminum containers (slabs) using sandy soil to establish a favorable water content for experiments (Moradi et al., 2009). Recent developments in neutron radiography have made it possible to image water content in the rhizosphere using graphite columns with a diameter of 27 mm (Moradi et al., 2011). However, practical problems such as the long acquisition time per scan and the cost per experiment are somewhat prohibitive. Visibility of the roots with neutron CT is proportional to the root thickness and inversely proportional to soil moisture content.
According to Matsushima et al. (2008), at present, cold neutron radiography is very effective for the study of thin and sparse plant materials, but MRI can be a powerful tool for the study of thick, compact plant materials (Matsushima et al., 2008). Magnetic resonance imaging is based on the observation of protons in water and would thus be a good candidate for the study of root architecture and root water content. Local water density, water mobility, and water transport can be studied with MRI. Detailed studies of plant responses to environmental impacts on the growth and branching of roots would be possible with MRI.

Magnetic resonance imaging is an extremely versatile, noninvasive technique to study water content and dynamics in many different forms of condensed matter, including plants. Static magnetic fields and the radio frequency radiation (approximately in the 10–500 MHz range) used in MRI experiments are routinely used to study or diagnose animals and humans. The many different applications of MRI in plant science from seed growth, to drought and cold stress, and to imaging of plant metabolism have recently been reviewed (Borisjuk et al., 2012). Due to its high diagnostic ability, the majority of existing MRI applications are in the biomedical field. However, plants have received substantial attention during the last decade or so, mainly due to the noninvasive nature of MRI using non-ionizing radio frequency (RF) waves (MacFall and Johnson, 1996; Borisjuk et al., 2012). In principle, MRI of plants should be simpler than imaging of humans or animals due to the lack of motion caused by breathing, pulsatile cardiac motion, or involuntary abdominal motion. Magnetic resonance imaging has been used to measure three-dimensional plant structures (Köckenberger et al., 2004) with a high pixel resolution of approximately 30 μm. Dynamic processes such as water flow or diffusion in plants have also been studied with MRI (Scheenen et al., 2007). Plant seeds, too, have been subject to magnetic resonance (MR) investigations, most often to determine oil content or to study the effects of post-harvest conditions (Gruwel et al., 2002, 2008; Terskikh et al., 2005).

On the other hand, studies of plant roots using MR are not that common. The first studies focused on the ability to image roots, depending on soil conditions and an added MR contrast agent (Omasa et al., 1985; Bottomley et al., 1986; MacFall et al., 1991). Recent publications have reported the use of fast imaging techniques to reduce imaging time for the three-dimensional acquisition of root images (Haber-Pohlmeier et al., 2010) and the use of single-point imaging (SPI) in systems with low water content (Gruwel et al., 2004). When the water content becomes low and the water MR signal starts to broaden, conventional MRI fails to produce an image while SPI can still provide useful images.

The proton MRI signal is proportional to the density of water protons and modulated by spin-lattice ($T_1$) and spin-spin ($T_2$) relaxation processes. A simple system consisting of soil and roots can result in a complicated MR signal depending on the composition of the soil. Soil is an intricate mixture of hydrated particles of inorganic and organic origin, both represented by a wide size distribution and the inclusion of air pockets. Depending on the type of soil, the MR signal can suffer from a very fast decay due to a short $T_2$. As a result, the signal/noise ratio of the experiment will suffer significantly due to signal broadening from susceptibility artifacts caused by air bubbles, paramagnetic impurities, or the interaction of water with the porous medium (Bayer et al., 2010). However, the MR signal is still a composite of signals from water in different compartments, i.e., water in roots and soil. Using specific mixtures of soil components and plant watering intervals, the MR signal from water present in soil could significantly be reduced due to a reduction in $T_2$, leaving mainly the roots to be observed (Bottomley et al., 1986; MacFall and Johnson, 1996; Schulz et al., 2012). Thus segmentation of the MR signal from roots in three-dimensional MR images requires active intervention from the researcher, creating specific, controlled, in situ conditions.

**Diffusion Tensor Imaging**

In this study, the use of a novel MR imaging technique called diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) (Le Bihan et al., 2001; Kingsley, 2006) was investigated for the study of plant root systems and demonstrated using two different plant root architectures. Although extremely useful in medical applications (Le Bihan et al., 2001; Ciccarelli et al., 2008) tracking axons in the brain, DTI has never been applied to plant root systems or water transport in the xylem. Magnetic resonance images of the water distribution in mammalian tissues provide information on the three-dimensional density distribution of water inside these materials without any further distinction of where that water is, e.g., in a blood vessel or a nerve or just in connective tissue. To obtain information on the structure, or compartment, in which the water molecules are observed during an MR exam, $T_1$ or $T_2$ weighting is applied to manipulate the MR signal intensities from different water distributions and obtain biologically relevant contrast. This contrast is mainly used for diagnostic purposes, tracing diseases. However, structural information can indirectly be obtained when measuring water diffusion. To date, the standard MR technique to measure the effects of diffusion is the pulsed field gradient (PFG) sequence proposed by Stejskal and Tanner (1965). Standard DTI incorporates PFGs, using an echo sequence with the diffusion weighting gradients symmetrically placed around the refocusing pulse (Le Bihan et al., 2001).

In diffusion PFG MRI experiments, the diffusion constant of the water molecules is defined as the mean-square displacement in the direction of the pulsed gradients per unit time. In bulk water, diffusion in all three orthogonal directions is equally probable and thus has the same diffusion coefficient. In that case, an isotropic diffusion constant can be defined. When, due to geometric restrictions, water molecules experience different probabilities for diffusion in different directions, however, diffusion will be
anisotropic. The degree of anisotropy can be measured by applying PFGs in different directions. In general, diffusion can be described by a symmetric second-rank tensor (3 by 3 matrix), meaning that a minimum of six diffusion values will completely describe the diffusion of water in any compartment (Sen, 2004). The diffusion tensor can be characterized by three main orthogonal components (eigenvectors), with the major component describing the general direction of water movement. In many cases, the research objective is not really to study tissue diffusion per se, but rather to obtain structural or geometrical information from measured diffusion anisotropy in tissue. Mapping diffusion parameters provides information on the orientation of specific vessels, water transport pathways, or so-called fibers (e.g., axons in the brain) and the magnitude or degree of anisotropy. Performing the PFG experiments in an organized three-dimensional fashion results in a three-dimensional map of water diffusion anisotropy. Usually these maps are a collection of two-dimensional slabs stacked in the third dimension. Tractography is a three-dimensional modeling technique that uses DTI anisotropy data to visualize tracts, or pathways, for water diffusion (Wedeen et al., 2008), assuming that the direction of the largest diffusion eigenvector represents a tract or pathway. Tractography produces discrete trajectories, so called fibers or tracts, by successive stepping in the direction of the largest diffusion eigenvector, using the local voxelwise defined distributions of directions, i.e., checking for similar values in nearest neighbor voxels in the next slice. This process is known as streamline or deterministic tractography. Diffusion tensor imaging and tractography have previously been used to visualize water pathways in plants (Gruwel et al., 2013); roots have not been studied by this technique.

On the Magnetic Resonance Signal of Plant Roots and Soil

Magnetic resonance imaging of plant roots is complicated by the inhomogeneous nature of the soil–root system. Early MR studies already showed the effects of image distortion and signal loss in various types of soil (Bottomley et al., 1986). To minimize image distortions and in an effort to optimize MR relaxation parameters, sand was used as a medium for the latest MR studies (Haber-Pohlmeier et al., 2010; Stingaciu et al., 2013). The researchers used a multislice, multi-echo spin echo MR experiment. Selecting a long echo time allowed the selective observation of water with a longer \( T_2 \) (i.e., plant roots) in the case of single-echo measurements. Multi-echo experiments were used to separate the different relaxation time components of water in soil and roots.

When soil, or any other porous material, is exposed to a homogeneous magnetic field, susceptibility differences between the components (e.g., air, water, organic material, clay, etc.) cause varying internal magnetic fields (Song, 2010; Cho et al., 2012). These fields have significant effects on the relaxation of water protons in soil and roots. Initially due to direct relevance to the petroleum industry, these effects have been studied in detail over the years (Hürlimann, 1998; Sen, 2004; Mohnke and Klitzsch, 2010; Song, 2010; Cho et al., 2012). A comprehensive description relating the magnetic relaxation of water molecules in porous materials to the confining geometry, extracting the pore surface/volume ratio and tortuosity, was given by Sen (2004). Some of these theories have recently been applied to solve problems in agricultural research (Gruwel et al., 2008; Jaeger et al., 2009). However, additional problems arise when using slice-selective MR imaging techniques. Slice selection in MR is based on the assumption that in a homogeneous field, a linear gradient (here assumed in the \( z \) direction) will provide a linear spatial distribution of resonance frequencies:

\[
B(r) = B_0 + zG_z
\]

where \( B(r) \) is the magnetic field vector as a function of the coordinates \((r)\text{ in a Cartesian coordinate system})\), \(B_0\) is the main magnetic field, and \(G_z\) is the magnetic field gradient in the \( z \) direction. Susceptibility artifacts, depending on their strength, can destroy this condition, making spins resonate outside the selected slice (Bakker et al., 1993) and causing image distortions.

When imaging roots in soil, air pockets or bubbles will be a major cause of susceptibility artifacts. To approximate the effects of the air bubbles, we will assume the bubbles to be small and spherical. The effect of an air bubble on the local magnetic field will be the introduction of a disturbance, \( \Delta B_z \) (Schenck, 1996):

\[
\Delta B_z = B_0 + \frac{\Delta \chi R^3}{3R^3}(3\cos^2 \theta - 1)
\]

where \( \Delta \chi \) is the difference in magnetic susceptibility \((r, 0, \varphi\) are the polar coordinates, \( x, y, z \) are the Cartesian coordinates, used instead of the Cartesian coordinates \( x, y, z \)). Combining the effects of the linear gradient and the susceptibility effect in Eq. [2], we obtain:

\[
\Delta z - z_{\text{eff}} = \Delta z = \frac{\Delta B_z}{G_z} = \frac{B_0 \Delta \chi R^3}{G_z R^3}(3\cos^2 \theta - 1)
\]

where \( z_{\text{eff}} \) is defined by combining the last two terms in Eq. [2] as \( \Delta B_z + zG_z = z_{\text{eff}}G_z \). Equation [4] clearly shows that the shape of the bubble will be distorted rather than just shifted as \( \Delta z = f(r, \theta) \), and the effects are worst at high field strength. The Hamiltonian describing the interaction of the protons with the field thus effectively becomes
When the observed spins are static, a spin echo MR sequence could minimize the effects of susceptibility on the image, even though the effects will be present during frequency encoding at the time of data acquisition. For mobile spins (diffusion), susceptibility effects will significantly attenuate the observed magnetization, however, notably complicating the interpretation of relaxation rates (Grunewald and Knight, 2011).

Standard DTI acquisitions use a spin echo (two-pulse sequence) preparation. The echo time is used for diffusion weighting, placing diffusion-weighting gradients symmetrically around the refocusing pulse. During the diffusion-weighting period, the magnetization is exposed to the effects of susceptibility differences, reducing the signal intensity due to enhanced relaxation. To apply significant diffusion weighting for DTI and reduce the effects of enhanced relaxation due to susceptibility variations, a stimulated echo (three-pulse sequence) preparation should be used. The stimulated echo sequence stores the magnetization along the static field $B_0$, where it is not subject to perturbing interactions, during the diffusion-weighting period. As a consequence, the diffusion-weighting time can be expanded while keeping the echo time short (Merboldt et al., 1985; Cho et al., 2012). The initial drawback of a reduced MR signal intensity due to signal dissipation (factor of $\frac{1}{2}$) after the second pulse is offset by the significantly expanded diffusion-weighting time, which makes this sequence very attractive for DTI experiments of plant roots. Longer diffusion-weighting times are related to a more accurate determination of water diffusion parameters (e.g., fractional anisotropy) in DTI experiments and facilitate better tractography (Rane et al., 2010).

\[ H_z = \hbar \omega_0 \left[ 1 - \frac{4\pi}{3\hbar^3} R^3 \Delta \chi \left( 3 \cos^2 \theta - 1 \right) \right] I_z \]

where $\hbar$ is the reduced Planck’s constant (Planck’s constant divided by $2\pi$), $\omega_0$ is the proton Larmor frequency, and $I_z$ is the proton spin angular momentum component parallel to the main magnetic field.

When the observed spins are static, a spin echo MR sequence could minimize the effects of susceptibility on the image, even though the effects will be present during frequency encoding at the time of data acquisition. For mobile spins (diffusion), susceptibility effects will significantly attenuate the observed magnetization, however, notably complicating the interpretation of relaxation rates (Grunewald and Knight, 2011).

Materials and Methods
Forage pea and field corn seeds were germinated on petri dishes and transferred to 50-mL Falcon tubes (Fisher Scientific) as soon as roots and shoots were visible. The Falcon tubes had the bottom removed and replaced with hemasorb compresses (Ardes Medical) to facilitate water uptake from the bottom (see Fig. 1) while the tubes were placed in large beakers. Plants were grown on Premier Nature Mix organic soil (Premier Tech Home and Garden). Most of the larger particles present in the soil (e.g., stones and small sticks) were removed by hand. When not being used for MR experiments, the plants were kept in a biosafety cabinet (Labconco). As reported by early MR experiments (Bottomley et al., 1986), the type of soil used for the MR experiments can have a significant influence on the quality of the acquired data. To reduce air pockets in the Falcon tubes, we performed tests with different mixtures of potting soil and sand. The sand used, however, caused severe signal broadening and shifting and was thus not mixed with the potting soil. The MR experiments were performed on plants grown in potting soil only.

All micro-imaging MR experiments were performed on an Avance DRX Bruker console using a 72-mm self-shielded gradient system SGRAD 123/72/S (o.d./i.d.) (Magnex) installed in a vertical bore, 11.7-T magnet (Magnex). Experiments were performed using a home-built quadrature 4.8-cm-long by 3.5-cm i.d. bird-cage RF coil. Gradient-echo and spin-echo experiments were performed to acquire scout and anatomical reference images. Multislice spin-echo images were acquired with repetition time ($TR = 4$ s, echo time ($TE = 14$ ms, number of averages ($NA = 2$), field of view (FOV) = 32 by 32 mm using a data matrix of 352 by 352 data points (resolution 91 by 91 μm), 36 axial slices each with a 1-mm slice thickness, and totaling 47 min of acquisition time. Spin-spin relaxation measurements of soil samples were performed using a multi-echo spin-echo sequence with 12 echoes ($TE = 12–146$ ms), $TR = 3$ s, $NA = 8$, and a total acquisition time of 2 h and 20 min. A modified diffusion-weighted stimulated-echo sequence, using a $b$ value of 1000 s mm$^{-2}$ with 10 gradient directions (Jones et al., 1999), was used for the acquisition of the DTI data (see Fig. 2). The DTI parameters used were $TR = 17$ s, $TE = 20$ ms, $NA = 12$, and FOV = 32 by 32 by 34 mm (34 slices of 1-mm thickness, no gap) using an in-plane data matrix of 64 by 32 points (zero filled to 64 by 64 points during image processing, resolution of 0.50 by 0.50 by 1.0 mm), totaling 20 h of acquisition time. Diffusion weighting was performed for 40 ms ($\Delta$) with pulsed field gradients of 5-ms...
(8) duration (see Fig. 2). Diffusion tensor images were obtained from 4- to 5-d-old forage pea seedlings and 5- and 10-d-old field corn seedlings. All MRI experiments were performed at a room temperature of 20.5 ± 0.5°C.

Tractography was performed using the freely available software DSI Studio (http://dsi-studio.labsolver.org), developed by Fang Cheng Yeh at Carnegie Mellon University.

Results and Discussion

The effect of susceptibility on the MR image and spin-spin ($T_2$) relaxation time was briefly studied on tubes containing hydrated soil only. Multi-echo (12–146-ms) spin-echo experiments of six 2-mm-thick axial slices (perpendicular to the long axis of the tube) showed a multicomponent proton relaxation. The experiments were characterized by an initial fast decay during the first 20 to 30 ms, followed by a slower decay of the magnetization characterized by a relaxation time of $T_2 = 16.7 ± 1.7$ ms ($n = 6$). After 146 ms, a small but nonzero plateau was reached, indicating a small component to the relaxation with a rather large relaxation time. The relaxation times were calculated for selected regions of interest in the images, avoiding obvious areas containing small stones, etc. Interpretation of these relaxation times was beyond the scope of this study; however, it is clear that the relaxation of magnetization was fast and multiexponential. This multiexponentiality of the relaxation was probably caused by a combination of mechanisms, such as molecular diffusion, surface relaxation, and susceptibility effects (Sen, 2004; Jaeger et al., 2009; Grunewald and Knight, 2011; Cho et al., 2012). It should be pointed out that the contribution to the relaxation by susceptibility differences is a linear function of the field strength, $1/T_2 ≈ \gamma B_0 \Delta \chi$, and thus should be significant at 11.7 T.

A representative slice of a soil MR image is shown in Fig. 3A. The circles in the figure were added as a guide to the eye. Falcon tubes have a variable diameter, being slightly narrower near the bottom of the tube. The figure shows the presence of magnetization shifted beyond the tube boundary due to susceptibility artifacts, as indicated by the arrows. In Fig. 3B a spin-echo image of a forage pea, embedded in soil, is shown on the left-hand side. The right-hand side shows a diagram explaining the orientation of the seed and shoot in the Falcon tube with respect to gravity ($g$) and the main magnetic field ($B_0$). The pea, with its shoot shown in an axial slice, is marked, as well as some small sticks of organic nature (present in the soil) that hydrated well and therefore showed up in the MR image. The observed susceptibility artifacts in Fig. 3 for moderate echo times (14–20 ms) indicate that the use of a spin-echo DTI experiment would significantly suffer from destructive signal amplitude modulation during diffusion weighting.

Diffusion tensor imaging experiments require a diffusion-weighting period to be introduced during which magnetization evolves in the presence of a field gradient. In standard spin-echo DTI experiments, the magnetization will evolve in a plane perpendicular to $B_0$ before echo formation and signal acquisition. While being exposed to the field gradient, the magnetization will also be
affected by time evolution due to susceptibility effects introduced by the Hamiltonian of Eq. \[5\]. Depending on the details of this susceptibility interaction (e.g., strength and orientation), the magnetization will reduce due to additional $T_2$ relaxation. However, using a stimulated echo MR pulse sequence (see Fig. 2), relaxation caused by susceptibility effects can be minimized, storing the magnetization parallel to $B_0$ while diffusion of water molecules can proceed during a prolonged time period ($\Delta$), selected at 40 ms for the experiments reported here.

After 2 d of germination on a petri dish, a pea showing the start of root and shoot growth was transplanted to a Falcon tube for growth in soil. Figure 4 shows DTI images of a pea obtained using the pulse sequence shown in Fig. 2. The images were obtained after 4 to 5 d of growth in soil. The black plane indicates a reference surface perpendicular to the long axis of the Falcon tube (see Fig. 3B). To facilitate the three-dimensional nature of the DTI images, a special color coding scheme was used to obtain a sense of directional preference with respect to $B_0$, which is parallel to the long axis of the Falcon tube. The superior to inferior direction is indicated by blue (parallel to $B_0$), while the left to right direction is marked by red and the posterior to anterior direction by green.

In Fig. 5, DTI images of two field corn seedlings are shown. The images in Fig. 5A and 5B were obtained after 10 d of growth, while the images shown in Fig. 5C and 5D were obtained on a different, younger seedling (5 d of growth). Roots, shoots, and kernels can be identified in the images. Hydrated organic materials, such as small sticks, can also be seen in Fig. 5A and 5B. For convenience, some of this debris has been marked by arrows. The large root on the left-hand side of Fig. 5A and 5B does not appear to be attached to the kernel due to the FOV limitation imposed by the limited size of the RF coil.

The processed DTI images shown in Fig. 4 and 5 were obtained using DSI Studio, neuroscience software specifically designed to perform tractography on biomedical subjects. While the goal in neuroscience is the visualization of bundles (tracts) of axons, the application of DTI and tractography in plant science, and in particular the study of roots in this study, is the visualization of root anatomy in situ. At present, the DSI Studio tractography software does not allow the delineation of root anatomy directly; however, the information to construct root anatomy is, in principle, available in the data set.

It should be noted that the spin-echo image in Fig. 3A clearly shows a more or less uniform water distribution inside the tube containing hydrated soil. Using the DTI pulse sequence, incorporating diffusion-weighting gradients in at least six or more different
orientations, only signals for water molecules with more or less restricted mobility will be observed. As a result, the background signal of freely movable water will be filtered out and Fig. 4 and 5 display only signals from water molecules that can be characterized by a high translational anisotropy. This is water restricted to movement inside roots, shoots, and other vasculature present in the seed. Figure 5 shows that irregularities present in the soil can show up in DTI experiments as root-like structures. Most of these irregularities can be removed before the experiment by special soil preparation using mechanical filters. However, small pieces of organic debris can also be filtered out using selection procedures available in tractography. For instance, DSI Studio allows the selection of a minimum fiber length. Because most roots will uniformly grow to long lengths, small debris can be filtered out of the DTI images. Note that the soil used in this study was not mechanically filtered; instead, a quick inspection by eye was used.

All DTI images were obtained using a stimulated echo MR sequence (Merboldt et al., 1985) with a standard readout of the frequency encoded signal for each phase encoding step, repeated for each slice. As a result, the duration of the experiment was long. Typical clinical DTI experiments on the human brain, on the other hand, require only approximately 15 min of acquisition time. These experiments also acquire many slices; however, the signal is acquired using a single-shot echo planar imaging readout, which significantly increases the speed of data acquisition. A suitable variant of this technique that could possibly be implemented for future DTI experiments on roots is the propeller readout (Wang et al., 2005), minimizing the total acquisition time. Further acceleration of signal acquisition can be accomplished using parallel imaging using phased-array RF coils (Larkman and Nunes, 2007). For use in plant sciences only, the medical tractography software used here could be adapted to visualize whole roots. In particular, the software can be adapted to show whole roots instead of fiber bundles.

The DTI experiments on plant roots shown here are of relatively low resolution (0.50 by 0.50 by 1.0 mm); however, these images are three-dimensional representations of root architecture and are hard to obtain using other techniques. Recent developments in high-throughput plant phenotyping, using visible light photography in a two-dimensional (thin slab) rhizotron (Nagel et al., 2012), resulted in images with a 0.230-mm pixel (in plane) resolution. Semi-three-dimensional images of plant roots, consisting of a two-dimensional surface projection onto the (special material) plant pot, were obtained with near-infrared techniques (Dixit, 2013). Neither of these developments introduced a true three-dimensional imaging technique. Magnetic resonance diffusion tensor imaging is able to obtain three-dimensional images of plant roots, and the technique needs to be optimized to be used in future high-throughput experiments. Low-field (0.4T) MRI systems would be extremely useful for this purpose. These low-field systems consist of a four-post, open-concept magnet with enough clearance for whole potted plants and allow the incorporation of a conveyor belt system as part of a root phenotyping program. Additionally, the use of a low magnetic field would automatically reduce possible susceptibility artifacts.

In conclusion, we have shown that plant roots can be imaged, in situ, using DTI, a magnetic resonance application. To minimize susceptibility artifacts, a stimulated echo MR sequence was used, allowing significant diffusion weighting while minimizing MR signal loss. Further development of the DTI pulse sequence and incorporation of fast readout scans will strongly reduce the total acquisition time and make high-resolution imaging possible in acceptable time frames.
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